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Great news: this summer 
w e  a d d e d  a n o t h e r 

member to our Clean Marine 
BC family. In August, the Royal 
Vancouver Yacht Club’s Jericho 
Marina was awarded its Clean 
Marine flag and certificate, 
after achieving the impressive 
ranking of “4 Anchors” in its 
independent environmental 
best practices audit.

This brings the total so far 
to eight Eco-Certified marine 
facilities in our region, plus 
a dozen more marinas that 
are currently working towards 
their audit. 

The coveted 5-Anchor rating 
(the highest possible score) has 
been awarded in Ontario, but 
has yet to be won by any west 
coast marinas—so we look 

New member of the Clean Marine BC family

The smiles came easily on the day that the Royal Vancouver 
Yacht Club’s Jericho Marina was presented with its Clean 
Marine BC flag and certificate. L to R: Mark Montrose 
(Harbourmaster, RVYC Jericho), Michelle Young (GSA 
Program Coordinator), Carmen Derricott (General Manager, 
RVYC), Guy Walters (Commodore, RVYC), Paul Shield (Rear 
Commodore, RVYC Jericho). 

Photo courtesy Royal Vancouver Yacht Club

Nearing bricks and mortar 
by Christianne Wilhelmson

Over the years this newsletter has 
often included updates on GSA’s 

ongoing—and frequently frustrating—
battle to get local, provincial and federal 
governments to stop the pollution of our 
waters by sewage. 

By contrast, the latest developments 
on this front provide a breath of fresh air. 
Instead of focusing on whether to treat 
sewage or upgrade treatment plants, 
governments are taking some big steps 
forward to bring secondary treatment to 
all major centres across our region, and 
in fact, all across the country. 

See page 5 for the good news for Victoria, 
Metro Vancouver and other communities 
on this important issue.

forward to the day we cross 
that threshold. Some of our 
Clean Marine BC marinas are 
scheduled for re-certification 
audits next spring, and since 
the program is focused on 
cont inual  improvement , 
perhaps the elusive 5 Anchors 
will be awarded then.  

Or maybe your own marina 
would like to have the honour 
of being first?

You can learn more about our 
award winning Clean Marine 
BC program (both Marina 
Eco-Certification and Green 
Boating) at www.GeorgiaStrait.
org/CleanMarineBC. If you’d 
like to get your marina involved, 
please contact  Michel le 
Young at 250-753-3459 or 
cmbc@georgiastrait.org.

Take Action on Tankers
The threat of a major oil spill in 

the Strait of Georgia is very real and 
poised to get worse: regular shipments 
of tar sands crude oil are already 
passing through our waters, and a 
major increase is planned. 

Please go online to check out 
our latest info resources and take 
action. Visit www.GeorgiaStrait.
org/tankerpetition, where you’ll 
find GSA’s new petition urging no 
further increases in oil tanker traffic, 
as well as animated models of what 
would happen if a spill occurred here 
and much more. 

The existing Lions Gate sewage plant.
Photo by Mike Wakefield, North Shore News

by Michelle Young
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Strait Thoughts: The Hope that Springs from Action
by Christianne Wilhelmson, Executive Director
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I have often been asked how I can possibly keep doing the 
work of an activist—people assume that it must be far 

too depressing, especially now, with so many attacks on 
environmental regulations and organizations. 

To my dismay, I’ve generally been able to offer only clichés or 
off-the-cuff remarks that don’t do justice to the question, which 
is an important one. It’s been frustrating, especially for someone 
who thinks of words as her stock and trade, to not be able to 
express the fact that “depressed” is the last thing I feel.

That’s why I was profoundly struck by a recent CBC radio 
interview with journalist, author and social activist, Michele 
Landsburg. In response to that same question, she answered 
with a simple and beautiful clarity: “Because I have the 
optimism of an activist”.  

When you have the privilege of working every day to create 
meaningful social change, you can remain hopeful because 
you are doing something to make things better. You also benefit 
from the energy of smart, creative and passionate people who 
are by your side and who are making a great difference every 
day.  You know you are not alone, and as result, you are not 
without hope.

Hopelessness comes from the sense that there is nothing we 
can do, and I know that today many people feel exactly that 
way. It’s understandable: it seems like our federal government 
and industry are running roughshod over everything we 
value—counting, perhaps, on nurturing a sense of hopelessness 
so Canadians will not respond or take action.

But in reality there’s plenty of reason for hope—and plenty of 
ways to take action. Each of us is part of a greater like-minded 
community, and there is a great deal we can do. 

What does this mean on a practical level? You can join with 
your neighbours and friends to create local actions to ensure 
that your community is the kind in which you want to live.  Sign 
petitions, join letter writing campaigns, participate in rallies, 
talk with your local representative or take consumer action. 

Even better, work with friends and neighbours to build 
something positive close to home: community gardens, 
local food cooperatives, and “buy local” campaigns.  We’re 
fortunate to have a great many choices available to allow us 
to live in relative harmony with our personal values—and as 
I see every day, where there are no existing options, people 
are creating them.

Would you like to buy an island?

Georgia Strait Alliance isn’t in the business of real estate, 
but thanks to an amazingly generous donor who wanted 

our work to continue after he was gone, we indeed have an 
island to sell. All proceeds from the sale will be split between 
GSA and our colleagues at Ecojustice.

Just under one acre, this precious little gem is in Page Passage, 
southeast of Canoe Cove on the Saanich Peninsula. You can see 
the realtor’s listing and details, along with a gallery of photos, 
at www.georgiastrait.org/harlockisland. 

If owning an island is not for you, please forward this 
information to anyone you think might be interested. 

To learn more about the wonderful donor who thought of 
GSA and Ecojustice as part of his planned giving, visit www.
georgiastrait.org/benefactorprofiles.

Harlock Island near Sidney was donated to GSA and our 
legal eagles at Ecojustice. Now we need a buyer—is it you?

Photo courtesy Marc Owen-Flood

Beyond our local communities, let’s remember how 
important it is to nurture hope and take action at the 
regional level as well. One important way you can do this is to 
help ensure that Georgia Strait Alliance can continue to represent 
your values as we work to create a more sustainable region.

There are many battles on the horizon, including some that 
will push our small organization to the limits of its capacity: for 
example, more tankers bringing tar sands crude oil to foul our 
shores, and another omnibus federal budget which will likely 
have, at its core, the weakening of the Species at Risk Act. So if 
you’ve always wanted to support GSA, please make a charitable 
donation today. Or if you are already a member, we hope we 
can count on your support again in 2012 and into the future.

These may be economically and politically challenging 
times, but that’s not a reason for pessimism—instead, it’s a 
recipe for action. GSA members and friends have invested in 
our organization so that together, we can provide a beacon of 
hope. With your continuing actions in your own community 
and your ongoing support for GSA, we’ll keep on shining that 
light for a long time to come, and create meaningful and lasting 
change for our region.
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NMCA: With your help we can pull it off!

A year ago, we were delighted to announce that the federal 
and provincial governments had struck an agreement on 

seabed rights and proposed boundaries for the National Marine 
Conservation Area (NMCA) in the Southern Strait of Georgia 
(see Fall 2011 Strait Talk). GSA has long seen the NMCA as a 
valuable tool for protecting the glorious richness and diversity 
of life in the Strait.

Public support and direction is essential for this initiative 
to move forward in the right direction. Parks Canada is now 
finalizing plans for the NMCA, and your input will influence 
the outcome.

Introduced as part of the National Marine Conservation 
Areas Act (passed in 2002), NMCAs are intended to protect 
marine wildlife and habitat by establishing large, zoned 
ocean areas with environmental objectives. These areas must 
be large enough, and appropriately managed, to allow for 
multiple uses—for example, activities such as sustainable 
fishing, tourism and marine transportation as well as stricter 
conservation measures in some parts of a NMCA.

For our new NMCA to be effective, GSA sees the need for several 
key changes to what Parks Canada is now proposing. Along with 
10 other organizations in our region, we are calling for: 
1. re-inclusion of the area northeast of Galiano and 

Valdes Islands (included in earlier Parks Canada 
maps, but now excluded);

2. the NMCA’s boundaries to be extended up to the 
high-tide line and to include important nearshore 
ocean habitats (especially areas adjacent to 
provincial parks); 

3. Parks Canada to begin its management responsibility 
all at once, rather than phasing this in over many 
years;

4. fully protected ‘no-take’ zones (marine reserves) to 
be included in the NMCA. 

Now is the time to let our leaders know why the Southern 
Strait of Georgia is important to you and why there should be a 
large NMCA in this area. To learn more about the issues above 
and why these changes are important—and to send a letter to 
the relevant government officials—visit: www.georgiastrait.
org/NMCAfeedback. 
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by Ruby Berry

http://georgiastrait.org/files/share/11_11_Fall_Newsletter-web.pdf
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Over the summer we had a number 
of wonderful opportunities to 

engage with boaters, and we made 
considerable headway in our Clean 
Marine BC program. And with the great 
weather, what an amazing boating 
season it was!

The big news, of course, is the addition 
of the Royal Vancouver Yacht Club’s 
Jericho Marina to our roster of Clean 
Marine BC’s Eco-Certified marinas (see 
page 1 for photo and story). 

It always feels wonderful to spend 
time down at the dock, and so we were 
pleased to participate in four great 
boat shows around Georgia Strait this 
summer. 

The first show of the season was the 
Wooden Boat Festival at Maple Bay 
Marina, which was very fitting given that 
Maple Bay is an Eco-Certified marina. 
Our hosts Carol and Dave Messier were 
fantastic and very enthusiastic about 
spreading the word on green boating 
practices. There was also a spectacular 
selection of lovingly cared for wooden 
boats on display, and live music on the 
docks. 

Next on our boat show circuit was the 
Nanaimo Floating Boat Show, an annual 
event which takes place just a block 

Down at the Dock: Boating season draws to a close
by Michelle Young

GSA’s Mermaid Ambassador, Georgia, and a band of pirates at the Vancouver 
Wooden Boat Festival.                Photo by Michelle Young

away from our office. We are always 
happy to attend this wonderful show as 
it provides a great opportunity to meet 
many folks interested in our work to 
preserve and protect Georgia Strait. 

Later in the summer, the annual 
Vancouver Wooden Boat Festival 
brought GSA, and a host of incredible 
wooden boats, to vibrant Granville 
Island for four days of festivities. Once 
again the great folks at the Vancouver 
Wooden Boat Society outdid themselves 
and the show was a huge hit. 

Last but not least we attended the Boat 
Show at the Creek at Mosquito Creek 
Marina in North Vancouver. This was 
their 6th annual boat show, and it was a 
brilliantly managed event. 

Boating season may be over for this 
year, but our work continues. GSA is 
always happy to meet with marinas, 
boating clubs and other groups, to give 
a presentation or workshop, provide 
information or discuss the Clean Marine 
BC program and how we can all reduce 
our impacts on our cruising waters. Please 
call or email me if you’re interested: 250-
753-3459, cmbc@georgiastrait.org. 

Maple Bay Marina was a busy place during their Wooden Boat Festival.
      Photo by Michelle Young

Watch for GSA’s booth at the  
Vancouver International Boat 
Show in February—we look 
forward to meeting you there!
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Funding for Victoria treatment
With the Province and Capital Regional 

District (CRD) having finally agreed on 
a plan for secondary sewage treatment, 
and each having put their money on the 
table, the only thing that was missing to 
start the long overdue construction was 
the federal government’s portion of that 
funding. 

In mid-July the federal government 
f inal ly made that  long awaited 
announcement, committing $253 
million—1/3 of the estimated cost of 
construction. With the funds now in 
place, the CRD is moving forward, with 
construction expected to begin later this 
year.  For the latest details, visit http://
www.wastewatermadeclear.ca/

Federal regulations
It was a week of good news on 

wastewater treatment! Just as we heard 
about the federal funds for the CRD 
plans, the federal government also 
announced it was implementing long 

Bricks continued from page 1

Thinking beyond tankers
by Mike Richards

Fossils fuels have been used by 
humans for a long time, powering 

everything from household fires to 
entire countries and economies. There 
is no doubt that many amazing and 
positive things have come from their 
development. Unfortunately there have 
been costs along the way and as we 
approach both a climate crisis and the 
end of the fossil fuel era, those costs are 
becoming more significant and many 
would say are starting to outweigh the 
benefits. 

No matter what your point of view, 
though, the reality is that if we continue 
to use fossil fuels as we have been doing, 
we will run out of them at some point. 
As we transition to a future that won’t 
be dominated by a fossil fuel economy, 
we have to make a choice: do we wait 
until we have sucked every reserve dry 
and then try to cope? Or do we transition 
sooner, in a well thought out process?

Those wanting to increase shipments 
of Alberta tar sands crude oil through 
Georgia Strait might think that the 
benefits outweigh the risks and that 

we should get as much crude out of 
the ground as we can sell, as quickly 
as possible. They may believe that 
supporting our current fossil fuel-based 
economy is a worthy goal, supplying 
jobs and helping provide continual 
economic growth, and that transition to 
a new economy can come later. 

At GSA, we are taking a different 
approach. We believe we need to think 
beyond the status quo and question 
what we are doing as a society. We 
see plenty of evidence that our current 
economic model is failing, and that 
continual growth isn’t possible in any 
truly sustainable way. Of course we 
cannot just stop using oil and other 
fossil fuels, but the question is, how do 
we transition to a community, a region, 
a nation and a world that is not reliant 
on coal, oil and natural gas?

That’s a huge question and will require 
deep and complex thought along with 
careful planning and a lot of hard 
work. (See right for some useful starting 
points). 

In the meantime, we would encourage 
governments, port authorities and 
transportation companies (including 
shippers of tar sands crude) to start looking 
beyond the process of transportation, to 
what they actually ship, and considering 
all of the impacts of these products, 
not just economic, but social and 
environmental too. What will be the 
end use of that tar sands crude oil? Do 
we really need to import vast numbers 
of different coloured cell phone cases or 
multiple styles of plastic toilet brushes?   

Please be sure to sign GSA’s new petition 
on crude oil tanker traffic, which is 
specific to our region and directed to 
the Port of Metro Vancouver, Transport 
Canada and other relevant officials. You’ll 
find it, and many other useful links, at: 
www.GeorgiaStrait.org/tankerpetition. 

Some useful starting points:
Much excellent, up-to-date info is available. 
Try BC’s very own New Society Publishers 
(www.newsociety.com), Clean Energy 
Canada (www.cleanenergycanada.org), 
or the US-based Post Carbon Institute 
(www.postcarbon.org). An excellent 
video, 300 years of FOSSIL FUELS in 
300 seconds, is at www.youtube.com/
watch?v=cJ-J91SwP8w&feature=youtu.be. 

awaited national regulations that will 
bring secondary treatment (the minimum 
standard accepted by the US and the 
European Union) to over 800 Canadian 
communities that currently don’t meet 
that standard. 

The regulations were created through 
a multi-year, cross-sectoral process run 
by the Canadian Council of Ministers of 
the Environment and based on the best 
available science. 

GSA was heavily involved in the 
consultation process leading up to the 
new regulations. Although we still have 
concerns about the timelines and some 
of the criteria for assessing risk from 
sewage discharge (outlined in our earlier 
submission, which you can see at www.
GeorgiaStrait.org/sewageregsub), we 
welcome national standards that put all 
communities on the same level when 
it comes to stopping pollution from 
wastewater.

Details of the new regulations are 
at: http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/
regulations/SOR-2012-139/FullText.
html.

Lions Gate
In  accordance  wi th  the  new 

regulations, Metro Vancouver must 
upgrade its two primary wastewater 
treatment plants: the Lions Gate plant on 
the North Shore by 2020, and the Iona 
plant in Richmond, which serves most 
of Vancouver, by 2030.  

Metro Vancouver has now taken the 
first steps on upgrading the Lions Gate 
plant. Various advisory groups have 
been created to help in this process, 
and GSA has been appointed, as an 
environmental representative, to the 
Public Advisory Committee.  You can keep 
up to date on our meetings, and learn 
about opportunities for your involvement, 
at www.metrovancouver.org/services/
constructionprojects/wastewater/Pages/Lio
nsGateWastewaterTreatmentPlant.aspx.

This process provides a great opportunity 
for the region: not only can we improve 
our wastewater management, but we 
can also take advantage of the latest 
technologies to use sewage as an energy 
resource for the community. If done right, 
this could mean a big win for both our 
oceans and our region’s efforts to lower 
our greenhouse gas emissions.
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Raffle roundup
On September 18 we drew 

the winning tickets in this 
year’s “Celebrate the Strait” raffle. 
Congratulations to the four lucky 
winners:

• Bev Ford of Surrey won a 
3-week Sailing Certificate 
Course from Nanaimo Yacht 
Charters

• Jerry Whalley of North 
Vancouver won the Island 
Adventure package: two 
nights for two at Yellow Point 
Lodge and binoculars from 
The Harbour Chandler

• Koala Yang of Nanaimo won a PFD and paddle from 
Feathercraft and Alberni Outpost

• Tia Williams of Vancouver won a handcrafted garden 
lantern from Crazy Duck Pottery

Congratulations to all our winners, and a big THANK YOU 
to our generous sponsors and to everyone who bought raffle 
tickets to support GSA’s work!

Overwaitea scraps net-pen fish 

Great news for BC consumers: this summer Overwaitea 
Food Group became the first large Canadian retailer to 

stop selling all net-pen farmed salmon. The company now sells 
only wild salmon and Sweet Spring farmed salmon, which is 
grown in closed containment. 

As a result of this decision, along with other positive 
steps the company has taken to support sustainability of 
seafood resources, the grocery chain won this year’s top 
spot in Greenpeace’s 2012 Supermarket Ranking on seafood 
sustainability.

We sadly bid “Adieu” recently to GSA’s two summer 
students, Isabelle Gendron-Lemieux and Deanna 

McGillivray. Isabelle has returned to Sherbrooke, Quebec to 
pursue her post-graduate studies in Environmental Management. 
Deanna has returned to Vancouver Island University to continue 
her studies in Geography. They were an excellent team to 
represent GSA at events around the region over the summer, 
and we will miss their enthusiasm, energy and “joie de vivre”! 
We wish them great success in the future.

Comings & goings

Isabelle (L) and Deanna at World Oceans Day.

Grand prize winner of last year’s GSA Raffle, Mary Sinclair 
with Paul Sinclair, enjoying  her four-day Kayaking Kyuquot 
trip with West Coast Expeditions this summer.  

Photo by Serina Allison

Koala Yang with her prizes.
Photo by Cathy Booler

We are thr i l led  and 
honoured to announce 

the appointment of Kathy 
Fletcher to GSA’s Board of 
Directors! Kathy founded and 
was for 20 years executive 
director of People For Puget 
Sound, a citizens’ organization 
formed to protect and restore 
the southern portion of our 
Salish Sea—a role that saw her working closely with GSA over 
many years. She retired in 2011.

Kathy lives in Seattle and has a second home in Vancouver. 
She has a long-standing connection with BC and passion for 
our marine waters: for decades she has spent much of her time 
at her family’s cabin in Desolation Sound and sailed the waters 
of Georgia Strait and beyond.

Before People for Puget Sound Kathy chaired Washington 
State’s Puget Sound Water Quality Authority, and during 
the Carter Administration she served on the White House 
Staff, handling environmental and natural resource issues. 
She has taught environmental policy and non-profit 
management at the University of Washington, worked for 
the Environmental Defense Fund and other environmental 
organizations, and headed up environmental, energy 
conservation and other programs at Seattle City Light, 
along with serving on many non-profit organization boards. 
Among her many honours, Kathy has been named a “Hero of 
the Seas” by the Blue Frontier Campaign, and has received a 
lifetime achievement award from Restore America’s Estuaries. 
We welcome Kathy to our Board.
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Everything has beauty, but 
not  everyone se  it.  Confucius

In all things of  nature 
there is som hing of  the 
marvelous.            Aristotle

Explore! 
 Connect!
  Share!

Be sure to check out the latest 
developments in our Georgia Strait 

Communities Atlas. The online Atlas 
is a happening place, with interactive 
maps full of information and a growing 
body of valuable local knowledge and 
stories from around the region. Take 
a tour of the Atlas and its community 
forum, and share your stories! You’ll 
fi nd the Atlas at: www.GeorgiaStrait.
org/communitiesatlas.

Send an ocean of love
This holiday season, why not send GSA’s beautiful greeting cards to your friends 

and family? Two sets of four cards each are available, all with beautiful photos 
from our region by Laurie MacBride, Isabelle Groc, Michelle Young and Ernest 
Keeley. Each card in the ‘Inspirational’ set includes an inspirational quote on 
the inside (samples above), while the ‘Wildlife’ set is blank inside. All the cards 
have info about the featured location or animal on the back. Just $8/set (includes 
envelopes) or 4 sets for $25 plus shipping/handling. You can order them at: www.
GeorgiaStrait.org/cards.

7

AGM highlights
Outgoing Board President Brent England was honoured 

for his long commitment to GSA at our annual general 
meeting this summer. Brent was presented in absentia with 
a Lifetime Membership award and thanked for guiding our 
organization through some very challenging times, with his 
passion, humour and supportive leadership.  

Special awards were also given to Straitkeepers Julie 
Johnston and Pat Haugh, who have been leading Pender Island 
volunteers in carrying out GSA’s intertidal quadrat studies for 
an incredible 13 years, and to Victoria Straitkeepers Colin & 
Trisha Dowar, who have been coordinating and leading our 
intertidal studies in Victoria for the past three years. 

GSA’s Board of Directors

Melinda Skeels (President) is an attorney focused on 
aboriginal and environmental law.

Dave Macdonald (Vice-President/Treasurer) is a Certified 
Management Accountant helping businesses and 
entrepreneurs develop sustainable practices. 

Frank Tester (Secretary) is a UBC Professor who works on 
social and environmental issues in Nunavut and BC. 

Don Bulmer is a Portfolio Manager, Senior Wealth Advisor 
and Certifi ed Financial Planner with extensive experience 
in estate and charitable gift planning. 

Lesli Boldt is a communications and public affairs 
professional and President of a Vancouver-based 
marketing communications fi rm. 

Kathy Fletcher is a longtime and highly respected 
environmental leader (see page 6)

Tara Todesco is currently completing a Masters in 
Environmental Studies and works in Community Based 
Research at UVIC.

You can learn more about each of them at:
www.GeorgiaStrait.org/board                 

Some of our new Board at the AGM (L to R): 
Dave Macdonald, Tara Todesco, Melinda Skeels, Don Bulmer. 
Not in photo: Frank Tester, Lesli Boldt, and Kathy Fletcher.  

Photo by Michelle Young
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SPECIAL THANKS TO...

One of the best ways you can help protect Georgia Strait is to become a MONTHLY DONOR. 

Monthly donations provide the reliability GSA needs to plan, make strategic decisions and leverage matching funds. 
A donation of $5, $10 or $20 a month—deducted automatically from your chequing account or credit card—
makes a world of difference to our work. And it earns you a valuable tax receipt. 

Do you share our view of the Strait? 

To become a MONTHLY DONOR today, call or email us:
gsa@georgiastrait.org      250-753-3459      www.GeorgiaStrait.org

Jane Aiers, Jessica Alford, Bryan Allan, Petra Allen, Charles & Lynne Marie Alton, James Alton & Hortensa Nawatzki, Brian Amos, Carol Anderson, Michele 
Anderson, Dr. Saul Arbess, Harvey Armstrong, Carol Arnold, Dr. Bill Austin, Helen Baker, Derek Balderston, Betty Ball, Patrick Barber, Derek & Jennifer Barrio, 
Susan Bartlett, BC Marine Trades Association, BC Provincial Employees Community Services Fund, Jim & Trudy Beaton, Florence Bell, Jackie Lynn Bell, Rosamond 
Bell, Keith Bennett, Tammi Bergeron, Dr. Lorne Berman, Joyce Berry, Donna-Marie Berthiaume, Florence Best & Ruth Miller, Kathleen Bibbs, Alan Bird, Karin 
Boisclair-Joly, Lesli Boldt. Kenneth Bond, Cathy Booler, Linda & Peter Booler, David Borrowman, Steve Borthwick, Elisabeth Bosher, Lorraine Bourbonnais & 
Jacques Gobeil, Stan Boychuk, Stephen Boycott, James Bradshaw, Jen Bradshaw, Jolyon Briggs, Yvonne Brosz-DeFoor, Alice Brown, Miranda Brown & Kim 
Darwin, Bronwyn Brown, David R. Brown, Alana Buchanan, Janet Bulman, Randy Burke, Joyce Buzath, H. L. Bygrave, Nicki Cameron, Marilyn Campbell, 
Canadian Direct Insurance, Derek Capitaine, Shawn Cardinall, Lara Lauzon & Ron Carter, Kevin Carter & Patrice Palmerino, Doug & Michele Catley, Joan & 
Steve Cellik, Paul Ceyssens, James A. Chaikin, Cheryl Chatterton, Chimp Foundation, John Chislett, Ellen M. Clancy, Clayoquot Eclectic, Ann Clayson & Marjorie 
Urquhart, Tim & Linda Clegg, Josie Clement, Sybil Climo, Keith Cloete, Michelle Coburn, Ryan Coffey, Patricia Coldren, Joseph Connors, Mike Cormack, Barnie 
Cowan, Deryck & Linda Cowling, Taannia Dancer, Susanne Daviau, Margaret Davidson & Boswell Malcolm, Noreen Davies, Paul Davis, Deep Cove Canoe & 
Kayak Center Ltd, Cathy & Mark deBruijn, Ramona de Graaf, Krista De Groot & Peter Jacques, Bonnie & Laurie Derrien, Jeff DeVries & Marcy Prior, Janice 
Dickie, Elfi Dillon-Shaw, Michal Dobrogost, Gudrun & William Doherty, Doran Doyle & Kate Mortimer, Carson Drayson, Dorothy Drope, Cathy & Larry DuBois, 
Christopher Duckett, Jim Dunsmore, Doug Brackman & Jane Dyson, Alison & Michael Dyson, Kenneth Easton, Rae Eckel, Kathleen Emerson, Marianne Erb, 
Arthur & Karen Etheridge, Barbara & William Evans, Wayne Bradley & Janet Fairbanks, J. Philip & Laurie Fawcett, Shannon Fenske, Tracy Ferreira, Burtt Fidler, 
Gloria Filax, D. June Fitchett, Dora Fitzgerald, Inge Fleet, Kathy Fletcher, Harold & Susan Fletcher, Kathleen Flint, Vicki Forkin, Diana Franklin, Ross & Judy 
Fraser, Stirling Fraser, Rachael Freer, Dorte & Thor Froslev, Colin Gabelmann, Carolyn & Gerry Gailey, Rupert Gale, Michael Galloway, Capt. Doug Gayton, S. 
Georgy, Ann & Harold Gibbard, Penny Gibbs & John Willett, Jane Giffin, Linda Gilkeson, Donald Gordon, Sam Graci, Alison Graves & Brice Whittles, Anita 
& Wayne Gray, Christine & Gerhard Gross, Sharon Haave, Thomas Hackney, Mary Haig-Brown, Andrew Haigh, Anna Hall, Eileen Hall, Marilyn Hansen, Jean-
Michel Hanssens, Heather & Rick Harbo, Judith Harper, Eric Hartley, Patricia Haugh, Sheila Hawkins & Keith Symon, Jennifer & Jon Healey, Claire Heffernan, 
Caroline Heim, Karyn & William Henwood, Lisa Herman, Mary Hess, Kathryn Ingrid Hill, Richard Hill, Rosemary Hoare, Cam Hobson, Brenda Hodson, Roger 
Holdstock, Theresa Hood, Madeline Hope. Gordon Horner, Elizabeth Horsfield & Stu Isto, Meredith Huber, Tammy Hudgeon, K. Hudson, Human Resources 
& Skills Development Canada, Husky Group of Companies, A. T. David Hutchings, Nancy Issenman, Joan & Terrance James, Patri Janyk, James Jarvie, Nancy 
Jeakins, Don Johnson, Robert & Sonja Johnson, Frances Johnson, Jackie & Ian Johnson, Richard Johnson, Peter Carter & Julie Johnston, Julie & Jerry Joldersma, 
Kari Jones, Kenn Joubert, Marjorie Kamp, Greg & Mary Keel, Libby Kelley, Kel Kelly, Bryce Kendrick, Andrew Kent, Margaret Kernaghan, Peter Kerr, A. Jessie 
Kerr-Halls, Corinne Kidd, Lesley Kimber, Marilynn King, F. Matthew Kirchner & Lisa Osoba, Judith Kirchner, Alison Knowles, Angelika Koch, Juliette & Rick 
Laing, Niko Laing, Ryan Laing, Cheri Lamb, Shaena Lambert & Bob Penner, Tim Lander, Peter Lando, Walton Langford, Peggy Laroche, Elaine & Michael 
Laughlin, LDE Telecommunications 4277678 Canada Inc., Anna Leather, Robin & Shirley LeBrasseur, Kim LeDuc, Brenda Lepine, Alice LesStrange, Dr. Alan & 
Carolyn Lewis, Adrienne Linder, Ursula Livingston, Jan Lovewel, Mary Lowe, Diana Lyon, Munro & Patricia Mabey, Laurie MacBride, Alexander & Marlene 
Mackenzie, Kat MacVeagh, Sheila Malcolmson, Eva & Jim Manly, Maple Bay Marina (553836 BC Ltd), Kate Marsh, Jean & Peter Martin, Murray Martin, Stuart 
Masterman, Ruth Masters,  Janos & Noni Mate, Lisa Matthaus, Al & Dell Maxwell, Samantha McBride, Renie McCallum, The J.W. McConnell Family Foundation, 
Gordon McDonald, Mel McDonald, Christine McMahon, Thomas McPherson, Geoff Meggs & Jan O’Brien, Joan Merrifield & Cathy Welch, Marilyn Metcalf, 
Roy Millen & Ruth Webber, Bob Brett & Jane Millen, Mary Miller, Tony Minten, Julia Mitchell, Faye Mogensen, Regina Montag, Elaine Moore & Mike Philcox, 
Donna-Mae Moore, Ian MacDonald & Candice Morgan, Robert Morgan, Alf Morgan, Norma Morton, Mosquito Creek Marina, Mountain Equipment Co-op, 
Diana & Ron Mumford, A. Murch, Anne Murray, Nature Vancouver/ Vancouver Natural History Society, Therese Neufeld, Georgia Newsome, Anne Ngan, Ib 
Nielsen, Patricia Nordin, Chris Nott, Linda Beare & O.J.D. Olafson, Lili Olljum, Fritzi Olson, Open Ocean Outriggers, Barbara Parker, Margaret Paterson, Richard 
Paterson, Alan Pattinson, Howard Pattinson, John Peacey, Jacquie Pearce, Kathleen Pearson, George Penfold, Tony Penikett, Ian Perry, David Persad, Gerald 
Phinney, Richard Pickard, Celia Pidduck, David Pinel, Laura Pingle, Rhian Piprell, Rosemary Plummer, Malcolm Pratt, Allison & James Prentice, Bill Proctor, 
Protection Island Ratepayers Assn, David Prud’Homme, Kathy Putt, Irene Quaale, Mae Moore & Lester Quitzau, Harold Macy & Judy Racher,  James & Doreen 
Rainer, Ellen Rainwalker, Gayle Ramsden, Margaret Ransford, Nathan Redquest, Jennifer Reimer, Mike Richards & E.J. Hurst, Robin & Jillian Ridington, Marja 
Riihijarvi, Elise Roberts, Daniel Rogers, J. Rogers, Robin Roots, Susan Roper, Barbara Routley, Gordon Rowles, Anita Roy, Alan Rudrum, Mary Russell, Hildegard 
Ryan, Bruce & Emerentia Sampson, Paul & Susan Scanlon, The Schad Foundation, Leonard Schein, Dorothy Schultz, Lorna Schwenk, David Scott & Carol 
Sutherland-Scott, Rick Searle, The Estate of Jacqueline Sears, Jean Seaton, Linda Shattuck, Monique Shebbeare, David Short, Mollie Shultz, Neil & Patricia 
Shuttleworth, Lianne & Trevor Shyry, Jacob Siekman, Suzanne Siemens, Ruth Simons, Courtney Simpson, Olive Sims, Simerdeep Singh, Genevieve Singleton, 
Margaret Sizmann, Beth & Gregory Skala, Lois Slotten, Susan Smith, H. Leslie Smith, Robin Smith, Stephen Snobelen, Richard S. Sobel, Kathleen Sogge, Lee 
Sollitt, Joe Soluri, Robert Southcott, Joan Southgate, Hilda Spendjian, Jean Stahnke, Michael & Ron Steele, Sara Steil, Judith Stevenson, Helen Stewart, Howard 
Stiff, Julie Stone, Patricia & Steve Strand, Margaret Stronge, Kim Stubblefield, Hubertus Surm, Arthur Sutherland, Terence Swean, Tom Baker & Heidi Swierenga, 
G. Taylor, Anne Taylor, Doug Taylor, Gerald Taylor, Darrell Thomas, Arnie Thomlinson, L. Thompson, Gordon Thompson, B. Thompson, Alan & Linda Thomson, 
Alan Thornett, Duncan Thrasher, Tara Todesco, David & Dorothy Torontow, Gordon Towne, Mildred & Ross Tremblay, Alexander Turbett. Bob Turner, Karin Valeri, 
Luke Van Der Horst, Eric Van Soeren, Elizabeth Vander Zaag, Christine Vanderree, Anneke & Peter Vankerkoerle, Andrew Vest, Carole Waddell, Dr. Peter Walford, 
Carole Walker, Rory Wallace, Charlie & Theresa Walters, Thomas Watts, Suzanne Waverley, Ian & Paddy Waymark, Bob & Judy Weeden, Robert & Marcie Welsh, 
Catherine Welsh, Maureen Welton, Douglas Weyler, Annabelle White, Scott White, Christianne Wilhelmson & John Webber, Anita Wilhelmson, Kris Wilhelmson, 
Donald & Therese Williams, Peter Williams, Rosemary Williams, Alan Wilson, Germaine Wilson, Ted Wilson, K. Winn, David Wiseman, Ingrid Witvoet, Enzo 
Wohlleben, George & Phyllis Wood, Edith Wood, Liz Wouters, C. James Wright, Malcolm Wright, Eileen Wttewaall, Yellow Point Lodge, Marion Young, Michelle 
Young, Teresa Young, Susan Yurychuk, Lorna Zaback, Dillon Worthen & Amanda Zaikow.

GEORGIA STRAIT ALLIANCE IS ALSO GRATEFUL FOR A GIFT MADE IN MEMORY OF Robert C. Scott.

Thanks to all who provided support from May 4 to September 26, 2012, including others not listed due to space limitations. 


